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A B S T B A C T . The thermodynamics of an assembly r'f linear harmonic OKScillators is 
a' -rkcd oiil. The expiessioiis for specific heat obtained here for Hose and Fermi statistics 
;lic compared with those of Auluck and Kothari. Their results, obtained by use of partition 
iiicoiv of numbers, show that entropy and lienee the specific heat is the same for both H F 
.,iid F I) cases while here it is approximately the same, and not exactlv In the derivation 
(icic the sums have been replaced by integrals and it remains to investigate where the 
flillereiice actually lies in the two cases This will be done in the next communication
The tlieniiodyiiamical study of an assembly of linear oscillators is of 
considerable intrinsic interest, and also because of its close connection, as 
has been shown by Auluck and Kothari (1946), with the partition theory of 
iimiibers In fact, one can profitably discuss processes of approximation, 
loplacemeiit of sums by integrals and so on for this assembly, and such a 
ilLscussion is expected to furnish greater insight mto these questions than 
one relating to a more complicated assembly. Finther an examination of 
•-uch questions is opportune as appears iiom Dingle's (1941) recent 
coiiliibution.
We first take the case where the sums have been replaced by integrals 
m the usual mauner. The distribution law of the assembly is
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T. I'or the case of non-degeneracy wc have A < <  i and the distri|jutinj 
function is easily expanded as sene>s In this case the total immbet N ut 
the oscillators in the assembly is given by ^
n
where Ai  is defined by A i =
in above equation (7) a quantity vl, has been defined a n d /3 =  ~ 1 Jor 
Bose-Kiiisteni case and /5— + i foi h‘u  iiii-Dnac case The total energy 
of the assembly is given by
E = ikT)v’ i  J" r u d u
fiio I
J ^  + ti /:>■
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where “- i - H , " - ' )
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and , =  3 j +  ^  -  3 /|‘  3 .8  6
Substituting the value of /I, we get for the energy of the assembly,
n  =  N It r  ¥ a/3.V‘'fe,o - b/r- '  -l- c/S’ .V +
k l  [ k i )
and the specific heat of the assembly is given by
8E (U))
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The thermodynamical potential and the entropy ol‘ the assembly can 
also be obtained as follows foi the non-degenerate case. They are
N k T =  log yl=log + 2a/3/i, -  +
and
5 ^ E - G  
N k  N k f = i — log- Ai -a ^ A i  +
S = Nk[i~\og Ai + a(^Ai + + . . . 1
(ij)
(12)
• • (13)
In the above G is the thermodynamic potential of the assembly and .S 
]S the entropy and again corresponds to F. L). case and /J=—i to
thd B. E. case
The equation fro) demonstrates an interesting fact, that is, it shows 
that for non-degeneracy ( . l « i )  the specific heat C„ of the assembly is 
proportional to the number of oscillators m it and that it is the same for 
both Bose-Kinsteiu and Eermi-Dirac cases to the approximation of the
order of
2. Wc shall now take up the degenerate case
In degeneracy the Eermi-Dirac and Bose-1 vinstcin cases are consideied 
separately. Eor Bose-iunstein degeneracy l^ = i and ft— - i  and so the 
energy of the assemlily is,
Hence
U-T)- r udu ^ 77- i k T f  
Ko) J L’ “ — I 6 fea)
^ 8£ ir", / k r \
'  s r  i  !' (15)
Also G = N k r  log /i= o, ... (16)
and kT  _  ;r=
" j<iit 6 ■ JVfc 6/1, ■ -  (17'
The degenerate case of Fermi-statistics is characterised by / I » i  and 
In this case the integration is carried out by using Somnierfeld 
f<irmula according to ^^hich for large .1 we have an asymptotic series 
' xpansion for the integral
/ da
L _  de
1 - i
(18)
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=  i0{si + 2C rf" («j(fer)” + 2 C ,(fe r)V 'W  + "-K=f -  (iSa)
where Ca« = ( i - 3 ’ "*")t(an) ... (i86)
U^h) being the well known Riemann-Zeta function. The numerical 
valucb of Caw are IMc-Dougall and Stoner, 1Q38)
c , = I ^
J2 72u
and r  -  31'"c-b— -------
30240
The above expansion of (iS) is subject tu an error of the order of e 
and holds good if £ / / ,7 '» i  and 0(t) is a regular function vanishing for t =  o. 
We have in this case for iV the number of oscillators in the assembly
\
\
rtcij
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I e
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kT log A (10)
Nfiio
IcT
= /J1 = log A . (20)
On the other hand the integral for N  can be directly evaluated giving 
correct value of A i.  We have
?  du
0-' + 1
putting c '^—Z  and changing the variable from U to /  we get
d/
O-J I _ I^ Z + A dZ
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log
Z + /I
- lo g
H-/J
= lo g ( l  + /l). ... (31)
Thus we have log ii-^A)  for the accurate value of which can be put 
i n the form of a scries in powers of A
log (i + y l) - lo g  A H-log( ^
... (27
and because / l » i  we have log + lo g/4, ?'.c. Ai>^\ogA which is
the same result as (30).
Now the energy in the Fcnni-Dirac ca.so is
i
7i(i) / df-
0
+ i k T r
i t + ”2 ikT)- 
0
(23)
We shall now find £ using (21) and substitute in (23) for various orders of 
approximation.
To the zeroeth order approximation i4 j= lo g  A
A hti)A ~ e
kT
b u t /I = c f a n d  so =
'The energy E  in this case is
E =   ^
^ fiiO
 ^= Nlito.
ikTV6
... (34)
(25)
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Here we sec that we have got equation (26) identical with (15) for the 
Bose-Kinstein case, l ln is  to a zeroeth order approximation the specific heat 
is the same for both Bose-Einstein and Fcrmi-Dirac cases for degeneracy. 
The specific heat is seen I0 be independent of the number of oscillators in the 
assembly for the b'ermi-Dirac case That it is also the same for Bose-Kinstein 
case IS easily understandable.
and
~   ^ exactly for Bose <
■ = f {
\
I approximately for F. I) case.
W e now ijroceed to obtain the value of in the jiresent case to a higher 
approximation using more accurate value of 
From equation (21) we have again
Gl­
and hence
Nlia
kT
= log (i
A =
Nhu
f,LllT=  ^ 2h};T -  I
which gives
and
N/jo, / _ N/io
=log e +log[ I - e  27T^ 7'
 ^=  A'^dj 4- kT  log! I -  e \ ... (2 7*
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Substituting^ this value of in (23), we gel
tlui \  {Nhijyy + 2NflMUT log ( 1 ~ f  ZirhT
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and hence the sjjecific hc.it C„ is
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I'.quatioii (30) shows that in tliir degenerate Fei iiii-Dirac case the 
s;iL’cific heat ha»s additional terms b e y o n d fc I  \ It can be seen thatt * ( t )
e^be terms have a VLM'y small coutribntion to s]jccific heat But on the other 
If !i](l it we proceed by more exact method of sums (and not replace by 
' '^W'guds) as described by Auliick and ICothan (19.^6), we find that 
'w'lropy and hence specific heat is exactly the same for Bose and Fermi 
' ’ i^tistics.
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1‘he above treatment shows that we get results by integral method which 
do not agree exactly with those obtained by sum method. It would be of 
interest to investigate where the difference actually lies and in this connection 
the work of Dingle and I^iebfricd and Kacmpffer (1948) is relcvent.
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